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Intuitive Medium

Deborah has the unique ability to connect with loved ones who've crossed over. You will
feel comfort, peace and hope in a calm, relaxed and nonjudgmental manner. Learn to trust
your own intuition with your loved ones. Continue your 'conversations' with those who
have passed.

Life Coach

How you can live better, happier and more authentically so we don’t wait until we pass...to feel
okay? Deborah is here to help you raise your awareness and consciousness to apply in your day to
day. She’ll help you achieve the state of calm and peace and awareness, in the physical form. Once
we recognize this, we can start making changes to feeling more peaceful, more authentic, more
productive and it’ll be easier to help and connect with people.

Inspirational Speaker
Whether it’s an intimate retreat, a Gallery for 75 to 500, a Workshop or through Guided
Meditation...Deborah share’s her passion to learn about the other side, and what you do with this
information and make your life ‘in the physical’ better, more peaceful and less stressful. Deborah
will work with you through team building, support, encouraging each other and motivation.

Author

When someone you love passes away, you’re faced with grief, loss and sadness. Author
Deborah Hanlon, in her debut book, “In The Presence of Proof, A Medium’s Guide to
Creating Heaven on Earth”, you’ll learn how to find peace with loss and how you can
experience the afterlife each and every day. There is an afterlife to every moment, situation,
sadness, relationship, job and even to your former self.
Deborah will explain what death and life are and how you can create your own Heaven on
earth while discovering a few simple steps and gain new levels of awareness.
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Testimonials

“This was my first experience with Deborah and to say it was terrific would be an understatement. I immediately felt comfortable; she has a warm
and inviting presence. Deborah took time to explain how she works and what I could expect. What she shared with me was clearly related to me
and information she could not have possibly known on her own. I was pleasantly surprised by some of what she revealed to me and also curious
about what may come. Don't wait ~ book your appt now! I'll be going again!” Lynda B
" Deborah is one of our favorite guests ... the phones never stop when she's on the show !" Joe Daily, WRNQ-FM / Q92.1 / Poughkeepsie, NY
“It has been a sheer delight and privilege to have discovered Deborah. She has helped me to find peace with the loss of my parents, given me
insight into other family members both living and passed, and has gently given me advice on current issues that are ongoing. Deborah does this
with humor, proficiency and warmth. She has been consistent with every visit I've had with her, and I'm more amazed every time. She continues
to guide me on my spiritual journey. My profound gratitude.” Cindy T

“I have taken Reiki 1 and Reiki 2 with Deborah and this training has helped me both personally and professionally. I have also found inner peace
through her Guided Meditations and a one-on-one reading I had with her. Deborah has an ability to help you to look inward at what could be hindering
you from living the most fabulous life possible. She was key in helping me realize how to get out of my own way. Deborah shined a light on my inner
thoughts allowing for a self-transformation after seeing that childhood thought patterns were still affecting me in my adult life.”
- Lorraine Toth, Photographer, Author, Artist, Mom

“Outside of her gift of mediumship, Deborah holds space and connects you back to yourself like no other. She is intuitive and deeply committed to
her work. She offers thoughtful insights and synthesizes the information in a way that allows us to remember what we have forgotten about
ourselves. Deborah empowers you to look deeply at the ideas, beliefs and thoughts we hold onto that have shaped a reality we no longer wish to
accept. She guides you in this journey of letting that go and creating the life you DO want. She balances the right amount of insight with personal
accountability”. Kristin Hatfield, Professional Executive Chef and Guest on “In The Moment with Deborah Hanlon

“Deborah is absolutely AMAZING! She is blessed with a special intuitive gift that allows her to connect with our loved ones that have passed on. As Deborah
communicates with our deceased family members and friends, she helps us understand, that although they are not physically here, they are still with us in spirit and
experiencing our lives. Deborah can make you laugh, cry and astound you with the accuracy of the intuitive information she presents. She will make doubters believe
and thrill believers with the confirmation that they are still connected to their crossed over family and friends. She affirms that there are signs or "winks" all around, if
we just pay attention. Deborah reminds us that nothing is a coincidence! I have organized and coordinated three charity galleries with Deborah , as well as have
done a private session with her. Any time you are able to spend with Deborah is 3E!! Enlightening, Entertaining and should be Experienced!” Karen LivanosCentauro
“Whatever your expectations, your hopes, your deepest desires are prior to a meeting with Deborah, know only this: they will be surpassed. If you are a
“nonbeliever”, be prepared to rethink, relearn everything you have thought as a profound experience awaits you. Most importantly, the result which awaits you is a
peacefulness so deep, it is unlike any other. It is as though something inside of you is unlocked when you hear with total honesty and clarity what those who have
passed can say to you now that could not be said during life. There is no doubt, and I cannot repeat this enough, no doubt, the accuracy of the intimate detail
provided to each of us in the room, words that could only be spoken by my mother, my father, etc certifies Deborah Hanlon is an extraordinary medium, with an
indescribable gift. Karen Targove
“I had the pleasure of spending time Deborah after one of her galleries at my restaurant. She was one of the most down to earth people I have ever met. At the
gallery she had everyone involved, laughing crying and commiserating. To me Deborah's greatest quality is the compassion she shows to everyone she meets.
She brings positive feelings and hope to all she comes in contact with. We have done over ten galleries at the restaurant and Deborah has never failed to deliver
with her signature smile, optimistic outlook and personal warmth and charm.” Kevin Lynch, Lynch’s Restaurant, Stony Point, NY
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